Proven Results

Tutoring K-12 by Certified Teachers

Omega Difference

School Standards-Aligned Programs
Omega uses a premiere assessment.

Omega centers are accredited.

Omega tutors are certified.

Omega supports our schools.

Omega tutors tailor instruction.

Omega tutors provide consistency.

Omega tutors communicate daily.

Omega tutors use a system.
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Tutoring Programs
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Reading K-12

**

SAT/ACT Prep

Math K-12

Our comprehensive reading program is

Our highly effective math program is

Our highly effective SAT* and ACT* Test

customized for each student and includes

customized for each student and may

Prep programs are customized for each

remediation for skill gaps, test prep, study

include all levels of K-12 math. Our

student based on their goals and include

skills,

and

comprehensive math program includes

remediation as needed in specific areas

homework help for any language arts or

remediation for skill gaps, test prep, study

of reading and/or math, test preparation

reading-based

skills, enrichment, and homework help for

with validated test-taking strategies, study

any math school course.

skills, and enrichment.

writing

skills,

enrichment,

academic

concept

and

school course.

State Test Prep

Kindergarten Success

Writing Skills

Omega’s customized program offers your

Omega’s customized writing skills program

Our comprehensive Kindergarten Success

student a state-specific, initial evaluation

helps students of all ages develop and

program provides children, ages 4-7, with

test, test overview, completion of practice

improve structural and creative writing

a strong academic foundation. Young

test sections, review of missed questions,

skills,

learners build important critical thinking

strategic remediation, and validated test-

spelling, editing, and handwriting.

including

research,

grammar,

skills, while learning the fundamentals of

taking strategies.

reading, writing, and math.

Enrichment

Study Skills

Omega’s customized enrichment program

Omega’s customized study skills program

Omega’s customized programs offer test

provides students with the challenging

helps students of all ages develop and

prep for ANY test, including the SSAT,

curriculum and critical thinking skills needed

improve

test-taking

ASVAB, ITBS, ISEE, as well as school

for accelerated growth in reading or math.

strategies,

note-taking

techniques,

and/or program-specific tests or entrance

Students may benefit from subject/course

homework

organization,

and

exams.

acceleration and advancement.

management proficiency.

listening

skills,

SSAT, ISEE, ITBS Prep

time

Homework Help

Spanish/ESOL

Summer School/GED

Omega’s HW Help program covers ONLY

Omega’s customized Spanish program

At participating centers, our AdvancED

homework

may include all levels from beginning to

accredited Summer School programs are

subjects and projects including physics,

advanced.

include

available for class credit and/or credit

chemistry, statistics, biology, humanities,

conversational and written Spanish for

recovery for high school courses. Program

physical science, history, literature, as well

communication

length is county specific. GED Prep is also

as all Honors and AP classes.

program also applies to ESOL students.

help

for

specific

school

Programs
and

translation.

Our

offered at Omega Learning® Centers.

Note: Participating centers also offer the services of our private school, Omega Private Academy®.
**SAT is a registered trademark of the College Board, which was not involved in the
production of, and does not endorse, this service. ACT is a registered trademark of ACT, Inc.
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